Business Hall of Fame Eligibility and Selection Criteria

Eligibility Criteria:
The nominee is an LHU alumnus or emeritus faculty member

Selection Criteria:

Professional Success
The nominee has:
- made a significant impact to business for their leadership and for their managerial success; and/or
- made such significant accomplishments as starting and building a business; and/or
- recognized success as a professional manager (e.g., attorney, accountant, etc); and/or
- recognized success for contributions to such organizations as not-for-profit, government, hospitals, etc.; and/or
- been awarded industry recognitions for being an industry pioneer

Service
The nominee has:
- distinguished service to his/her community as a business leader/professional manager; and/or
- made significant, positive contributions to the Business, Accounting, or Computer Science Programs and/or University communities

Character
The nominee has:
- displayed a high level of such traits as morality, integrity, ethics, citizenship
- earned the respect of community members served